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The Classic Astro Scaling Law: The Stellar ZAMS  

Hipparchos HR diagram, 
Michael Perryman 

This classic scaling 
law is a LINE. Why? 

It is the intersection 
of two planes. 



   The Virial Plane:   M = R V2/G 
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The Energy Plane: Lgen = Lrad 
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The Intersection of the Two Planes is the ZAMS 
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The Intersection of the Two Planes is the ZAMS 
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What are the scaling laws for galaxies?  Are they 
lines or planes, and, if portions of planes, what 

determines the region that they lie in? 



The Fundamental Plane of Es in “kappa-space” 

Burstein, Bender, Faber, 
and Nolthenius, AJ, 1997 

Tuned for Es 



The Fundamental Plane of Es in “kappa-space” 

Burstein, Bender, Faber, 
and Nolthenius, AJ, 1997 

Tuned for Es 

The fundamental plane of E’s is the virial plane with 
L substituted for M. 



The Fundamental Plane of Scd/Irr’s in “kappa-space” 

Burstein, Bender, Faber, 
and Nolthenius, AJ, 1997 

The E plane is not quite tuned for disks 



Burstein, Bender, Faber, 
and Nolthenius, AJ, 1997 

TF relation re-
captures edge-

on plane for 
disks 



Burstein, Bender, Faber, 
and Nolthenius, AJ, 1997 

The Cosmic “Meta-Plane” 

Burstein, Bender, Faber, 
and Nolthenius, AJ, 1997 
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Burstein, Bender, Faber, 
and Nolthenius, AJ, 1997 

The Cosmic “Meta-Plane” 

Clusters 

Groups 

Spirals Globulars 

ETGs 

The Cosmic Meta-plane would be flat and featureless 
if we were using mass instead of light. 

Burstein, Bender, Faber, 
and Nolthenius, AJ, 1997 



 Expectations for Galaxy Scaling Laws 

The default scaling law for galaxies is the 2-D  virial plane (VP). 

There might be a 2nd constraint that intersects with the virial plane 
and makes a line.  A line signifies new physics.   

This tells you little about galaxy evolution, even if the VP is seen edge-
on and looks narrow, as in Tully-Fisher (even less if the VP is seen at 
an angle, as in Faber-Jackson). 

The important thing is where galaxies and clusters lie in the virial 
plane.  This is the primary clue to structure formation. 

The 2nd constraint might be moving with time, in which case the 
intersection sweeps out a region of the VP, again giving a plane.   



The Cosmic Density Fluctuation Spectrum  
The Mother of Structural Scaling Laws  

Tegmark+04 



The Cosmic Density Fluctuation Spectrum  
The Mother of Structural Scaling Laws  

Tegmark+04 

The DFS determines the values of R and V for collapsed DM halos.   
The DFS writes a “line” in the VP, and halos follow it. 



SHAM: Rodriguez-Puebla+17 

Mapping Halos onto Galaxies: Mhalo à M* 

Mhalo[Msun] 
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* Assume M* = f(Mhalo) using  
   power-law SMHM relation 

 Power law 



V  does not change much 
with dissipation 

(suggested by Gunn)… 

…so Vgal = Vhalo 



T ~ V2 

V  does not change much 
with dissipation 

(suggested by Gunn)… 

…so Vgal = Vhalo 

1-σ Collapsed Halos Make a Line (BFPR 1984)  



1-σ Collapsed Halos Make a Line (BFPR 1984)  

Upper and lower 
limits for galaxies set 
by gas physics 



SHAM: Rodriguez-Puebla+17 

Mapping Halos onto Galaxies: Re = 0.02 Rhalo 
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* Assume M* = f(Mhalo) using  
   power-law SMHM relation 

 Power law 

* Assume Re = 0.02 Rvir (Kravtsov13,  
Huang+17, Somerville+18) 
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The track of an average star-forming galaxy in Re– M* 
   

This follows the “line” written by the DFS in the dark halo VP.  

CANDELS star-forming 
galaxies; z = 1.00-1.50 
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A second parameter scatters Re 
   

Initial overdensity, concentration, λ?  Result: a plane again  

CANDELS star-forming 
galaxies; z = 1.00-1.50 
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Assume: galaxies evolve on parallel tracks in Re=M* 
  

CANDELS star-forming 
galaxies; z = 1.00-1.50 

Cf. also van Dokkum+15 
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Assume: galaxies evolve on parallel tracks in Re=M* 
  

until they cross a quenching boundary 

Quenching 
boundary, 
mapped 
into Re- M* 

CANDELS star-forming 
galaxies; z = 1.00-1.50 

Cf. also van Dokkum+15 



Star-forming galaxies in Re-M* 
Boundary moves up with time 
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Quenched galaxies in Re-M* 
Boundary moves up with time 
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Quenched galaxies in Re-M* 
Boundary moves up with time 
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Σ1 ~ M*p Re
-q 

Hence, Σ1-M* and Re-M* 
are mappings onto one 
another 

 



Quenched galaxies in Σ1-M* 
Boundary moves down with time 
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Σ1 = central 
density in 1 
kpc 

Σ1 ~ M*1.0 Re
-1.1 



Star-forming galaxies in Σ1-M* 
Boundary moves down with time 
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Σ1 = central 
density in 1 
kpc 



Fang+13 
z ~ 0 

The Σ1 - M* relation 
is nearly the same at 

all z’s except for a 
small decline in 

zeropoint by 0.3 dex.  
This is the moving 

boundary. 
 

 Barro et al. 2017 

SDSS galaxies 

Evolutionary 
path 



What physically is the boundary? 

Then the boundary corresponds to  Ebh ~ Eheat  where  
    

            Eheat = ½ Mhalo Vvir
2. 

Assume:   Mbh ~  Σ1
1.76.   This is very nearly Mbh ~ σ

4. 

Galaxies quench when their emitted BH energy is 
sufficient to double the thermal energy of their halos. 

BONUS: If Mbh ~ Σ1
v,  then Mbh–M* and Σ1–M* are the 

same space.  Thus the Mbh–M* ridgeline is also explained 
by Ebh ~ Eheat. 



Galaxies Migrate in VP After Boundary Crossing 

They sit below 
the boundary 



Galaxies Migrate in VP After Boundary Crossing 

Later this 
region is 
empty 

They sit below 
the boundary 



Galaxies Migrate in VP After Boundary Crossing 

Compaction 
Envelope 

growth, minor 
merging 



Galaxies Migrate in VP After Boundary Crossing 

Compaction 
Envelope 

growth, minor 
merging 

Two ways to 
get here, one 
slow and one 
fast  



Three Factors that Move Quenched Galaxies 
in the Virial Plane 

1) Moving quenching boundary.  Populates higher Re later. 

2) More compaction at early times.  Populates lower Re earlier. 

3) Post-quenching envelope growth.  Re and M* both grow gradually. 

2 

1 

3 

Re 

M* 



Summary  

� The default scaling law is the 2-D  virial plane (VP). 

* They enter their region of the VP through a moving boundary. 

� Star-forming galaxies evolve simply in the VP. 

� Three phenomena move quenched galaxies in their VP . 

* Galaxies can take different routes to reach the same Re,M*. 
   This causes the age scatter about the quenched VP. 

     * The DFS “writes a line” in the VP, which SF gals follow. 
     * A second parameter scatters Re and creates a plane. 

* Their Re can shrink due to compaction (larger at high z). 

* Their Re and M* grow by dry minor mergers (but not Σ1). 

     * Each galaxy at a given Re, M* has same history (if tracks  
        are parallel). 


